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We compare several languages for specifying Markovian population models such as queuing networks and chemical reaction networks. All these languages —matrix descriptions,
stochastic Petri nets, stoichiometric equations, stochastic process algebras, and guarded
command models— describe continuous-time Markov chains, but they differ according
to important properties, such as compositionality, expressiveness and succinctness, executability, and ease of use. Moreover, they provide different support for checking the
well-formedness of a model and for analyzing a model.

1. Introduction
Markov chains are an omnipresent modeling approach in the applied sciences. Often,
they describe population processes, that is, they operate on a multidimensional
discrete state space, where each dimension of a state represents the number of
individuals of a certain type. Depending on the application area, “individuals” refers
to customers in a queuing network, molecules in a chemically reacting volume,
servers in a computer network, etc.
Here, we are particularly interested in dynamical models of biochemical reaction
networks, such as signaling pathways, gene expression networks, and metabolic networks. They are an important emerging application area of continuous-time Markov
chains and operate on an abstraction level where a state of the system is given by an
∗ This research was supported in part by the Excellence Cluster on Multimodal Computing and
Interaction at Saarland University and the Swiss National Science Foundation.
† This is a revised version of prior work [21].
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n-dimensional vector of chemical populations, that is, the system involves n different types of molecules and the i-th coordinate represents the number of molecules
of type i. Molecules collide randomly and may undergo chemical reactions, which
change the state of the system. Classical modeling approaches in biochemistry are
based on a system of ordinary differential equations that assume a continuous deterministic change of chemical concentrations. Over the last decade, however, various
experimental results have shown that the discreteness and randomness of the chemical reactions need to be taken into account. Thus, discrete-state continuous-time
Markov models have gained in importance for describing the dynamics in the cell
[32, 36, 33, 43, 45, 46, 40]. Section 2 provides a short introduction to continuous-time
Markov chains.
There are many different formalisms for the specification of Markovian population models. Most popular are matrix descriptions, stochastic Petri nets, stochastic
process algebras, and languages based on guarded commands. Markov chains for
biochemical reaction networks are often specified based on rules for chemical reactions, called stoichiometric equations. While all of these formalisms describe the
same kind of system —a continuous-time Markov chain— they vary considerably in
their ease of use, support of analysis techniques, and other properties. In this paper
we give a brief survey of specification formalisms for Markovian population models
(Section 3) and discuss properties of these formalisms which are of particular importance in modeling (Section 4). These properties include compositionality (how does
the formalism support the construction of complex models from simpler parts?),
expressiveness and succinctness (which systems can be specified in the formalism
and how large are the specifications?), executability (how easy is it to compute the
possible direct successors of a given state?), and well-formedness (how easy is it to
check if a model has a unique solution?). The specification formalisms also differ
in their support for analyzing a model (Section 5). We illustrate our remarks with
examples of Markovian population models.
The main message of this paper is that, even if one agrees on the underlying
mathematical model, the choice of language for specifying the model has significant implications on the modeling process itself, as well as on the possibilities for
subsequent analysis.
2. Continuous-Time Markov Chains
Let S be a countable set. We consider a (homogeneous) continuous-time Markov
chain (X(t))t≥0 with state space S and transition function
Pij (t) = Pr(X(t) = j | X(0) = i),

i, j ∈ S, t ≥ 0.

If initial probabilities Pr(X(0) = i) are specified for each i ∈ S, the transient state
probabilities pj (t) := Pr(X(t) = j), are given by
X
pj (t) =
pi (0) · Pij (t).
i∈S
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The transition functions Pij (t) of a Markov chain are usually represented by their
derivatives qij = Pij′ (0) at t = 0, called rates. Rates play an important role for
the specification of a Markov chain because they uniquely define the transition
functions Pij (t) except for certain “pathological cases” (cf. Section 4.4). Here, we
focus on Markov chains arising from population models and assume that the rates
P
are finite and that
j∈S qij = 0 for all i ∈ S. Note that this ensure that the
sample paths X(t)(ω) are right-continuous step functions (at least until a certain
random point in time). Let Q be the matrix with components qij . Note that the
diagonal elements are nonpositive and the off-diagonal elements are nonnegative.
The matrix Q is called the (infinitesimal) generator of X since, if supi∈S |qii | < ∞,
the transition functions can be “generated” from Q. They are the unique solution
of the Kolmogorov backward equations
P ′ (t) = Q · P (t),

(1)

where the entries of P (t) are the values Pij (t). As a general solution, this gives
X∞
(Qt)k /k!.
P (t) = exp(Qt) =
k=0

Since Q uniquely determines P (t), the Markov chain can be specified by Q and
the initial distribution p(0). Algorithms for the computation of the vector p(t) with
entries pj (t) are usually based on the numerical integration of the linear system of
differential equations p′ (t) = Q·p(t), with initial condition p(0). Another approach is
the approximation of the matrix exponential exp(Qt), which gives an approximation
of p(t) = p(0) · P (t) = p(0) · exp(Qt). In the case of an infinite or very large
state space, the computation of p(t) is very expensive or even infeasible. Accurate
approximations are, however, possible if the model is truncated appropriately.
For every i ∈ S, the limit probability πi = limt→∞ pi (t) exists, but πi may be
P
zero for all states i ∈ S. Under certain conditions, however, i∈S πi = 1 and the
vector π with entries πi is computed as the unique solution of the linear equation
system
X
0 = π · Q,
πi = 1.
(2)
i∈S

The distribution π is then called steady-state distribution or stationary distribution.
Note that in this case πi > 0 for all i ∈ S.
Each Markov chain has an associated state-transition graph, called intensity
graph. It is a directed graph whose node set corresponds to the state space of the
chain. It has an edge from state i to state j labeled by qij whenever qij > 0. The
Markov chain is uniquely determined by its intensity graph.
Example 1. Consider a Markov chain

−λ λ 0

0 −λ λ
Q=

.. . . . .
. .
.

X that has the infinitesimal generator

...

0 . . .  with λ > 0.

. . ..
. .
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Fig. 1. The intensity graph of a Poisson process with rate λ.

The process X is called Poisson process and is often used to model the number
of arrivals of identical entities during a time interval [0, t) with λ = k · t assuming
an average of k arrivals per time unit. The intensity graph is shown in Fig. 1.

3. Specifying Continuous-Time Markov Chains
In this section, we focus on the syntax of specification formalisms for large (or
infinite) Markov chains with continuous time that describe population models, that
is, models with state space S = Zn+ = {0, 1, . . .}n , where the i-th state variable
represents the number of instances of the i-th species.

3.1. Matrix Descriptions
In most cases, a Markov chain can be specified by defining its generator matrix Q.
Example 2. Consider an epidemic process where individuals of a population are infected by a certain communicable disease. A state of the system is a pair (x, y) ∈ Z2+ ,
where x is the number of infected individuals and y is the number of individuals that
are not infected [37]. Given positive rate constants a, b, c, d, e, the positive elements
of the (infinite) generator matrix Q are given by
q(x,y),(x+1,y) = a
q(x,y),(x−1,y) = b · x
q(x,y),(x,y+1) = c
q(x,y),(x,y−1) = d · y
q(x,y),(x−1,y+1) = e · x · y

for
for
for
for
for

x≥0
x>0
x≥0
x≥0
x>0

and
and
and
and
and

y
y
y
y
y

≥ 0,
≥ 0,
≥ 0,
> 0,
> 0.

All remaining off-diagonal entries are 0 and for each row the element on the diagonal
is the negative sum of the remaining row entries.
If the matrix exhibits a particular structure, it can also be described as the
Kronecker product of smaller matrices that describe parts of the system. A general
framework for descriptions based on the Kronecker product is provided by stochastic
automata networks (SANs) [34, 14]. A stochastic automaton is equivalent to a statetransition graph in which transitions are labeled by rates. Several automata can
interact with each other and the state-transition graph of the global automaton
determines the intensity graph of a Markov chain. The generator matrix of the
Markov chain is then the Kronecker product of the matrices that represent the
different automata and their interactions (compare also Section 4.1).
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b · m(x)

e · m(x) · m(y)
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Fig. 2. Stochastic Petri net of the epidemic process in Ex. 2.

3.2. Stochastic Petri Nets
Petri nets are a pictorial language for describing systems of concurrent activities. A
classical Petri net is a labeled directed bipartite graph whose node set is the disjoint
union of a set P of places and a set T of transitions. The directed edges, called arcs,
are given by a set A ⊆ (P × T )∪(T × P ) and are labeled with a multiplicity function
l : A → N. Stochastic Petri nets (SPN) [20] are an extension of classical Petri nets
that associate a firing rate λτ with each transition τ ∈ T .
A Petri net represents an infinite state-transition system with a set of states
called markings. A marking is a function m : P → N that maps every place of
the Petri net to a nonnegative integer representing the number of tokens in that
place. Given a marking m, a transition τ ∈ T is enabled in m if all places p with
an arc a leading to τ have at least l(a) tokens in m, i.e., m(p) ≥ l(a). Note that
transitions with no incoming arcs are always enabled. A transition τ is fired by
removing l(a) tokens from every place with an arc a leading to t and adding l(b)
tokens to every place with an arc b coming from t. The firing of a transition results
in a new marking m′ and corresponds to a transition from m to m′ in the underlying
transition system. In an SPN the firing rate λτ > 0 of transition τ determines the
random delay during which τ has to be enabled before it can fire. The underlying
graph is the intensity graph of a Markov chain if the transitions are labeled with
their respective firing rates.
Example 2 (cont.) Fig. 2 shows a stochastic Petri net for the epidemic process.
The net has two places x and y depicted as circles, and five transitions depicted as
rectangles. (We omit the multiplicity labeling of the arcs because all arcs have multiplicity 1.) The firing rate of each transition is given by the transition label. Here,
we use functions that depend on the current marking m. The initial marking m0 is
the empty marking, i.e., m0 (x) = m0 (y) = 0.
3.3. Stoichiometric Equations
Markov chain models for networks of biochemical reactions are usually specified
by means of stochiometric equations. A stochiometric equation describes a reaction
type. For instance, A + B → C means that if a molecule of type A hits a molecules
of type B, they may form a complex molecule C. We call the species that are
consumed by a reaction reactants. Species that are produced are called products.
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Assume that the system involves n different chemical species S1 , . . . , Sn . Consider a set {R1 , . . . , Rm } of chemical reactions, where the j-th reaction is given by
the stochiometric equation Rj : lj,1 S1 +· · ·+lj,n Sn → kj,1 S1 +· · ·+kj,n Sn . The stoichiometric coefficients lj,1 , . . . , lj,n and kj,1 , . . . , kj,n are nonnegative integers and
describe how many molecules of each type are consumed and produced. Assume that
x = (x1 , . . . , xn ) is the current state of the system, that is, we have xi molecules of
species i in the system. If a reaction of type Rj occurs, then the successor state is
x + vj , where the change vector vj is given by vj = (kj,1 − lj,1 , . . . , kj,n − lj,n ).
For a given state x, a reaction Rj may occur whenever there are enough reactants
in the system, i.e., whenever all entries of the vector x − (lj,1 , . . . , lj,n ) are nonnegative. In this case, there is a transition in the underlying state-transition graph
between state x and state x + vj .a The rate of reaction Rj in state x determines
the corresponding transition label in the intensity graph.
Stochastic Chemical Kinetics. If the reaction Rj is an elementary reaction, meaning
that each instance corresponds to a single mechanistic step, then the transition
rate αj (x) between state x and x + vj is given for some constant cj > 0 by
Yn  xi 
.
(3)
αj (x) = cj ·
i=1 lj,i
This definition reflects the law of mass action kinetics, which states that the rate
at which a chemical reaction occurs is proportional to the product of the reactant concentrations. Stochastic chemical kinetics considers populations of chemical

Qn
species and replaces the product of reactant concentrations by i=1 lxj,ii , which
is the number of distinct reactant combinations [17]. The following example shows
that stoichiometric equations can be used to describe population models from other
application areas as well.
Example 2 (cont.) We describe the epidemic process as a network of the “reactions”:
a

R1 : ∅ → Sx
d

R4 : Sy → ∅

b

c

R2 : Sx → ∅

R3 : ∅ → Sy
e

R5 : Sx + Sy → 2Sy

Here, the symbol ∅ means that all stoichiometric coefficients are zero. Note that if
the transition rates are defined as in Eq. (3), then they agree with the rates in the
descriptions of the epidemic process in Section 3.1 and Section 3.2.
Since stoichiometric equations are classically used to describe biochemical reactions, we present an example from biology next.
Example 3. An enzyme-catalyzed substrate conversion is specified by the three rec3
c2
c1
E + P. This
E + S, R3 : ES −→
ES, R2 : ES −→
actions R1 : E + S −→
network involves four chemical species, namely, enzyme (E), substrate (S), complex (ES), and product (P ) molecules. The change vectors are v1 = (−1, −1, 1, 0),
a We

assume for simplicity that each change vector vj has at least one nonzero entry, and that all
change vectors are distinct.
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v2 = (1, 1, −1, 0), and v3 = (1, 0, −1, 1). For (x1 , x2 , x3 , x4 ) ∈ Z4+ , the rate
functions are α1 (x1 , x2 , x3 , x4 ) = c1 · x1 · x2 , α2 (x1 , x2 , x3 , x4 ) = c2 · x3 , and
α3 (x1 , x2 , x3 , x4 ) = c3 · x3 .
Systems Biology Markup Language. For software tools in systems biology, a standard language for specifying systems with stoichiometric equations is the Systems
Biology Markup Language (SBML) [27]. It is an XML-based format that describes
biochemical reaction networks by a list of components. Each component may describe dynamic behaviors by reactions, events, and mathematical rules, or give details about reacting species or compartments. SBML also offers several mechanisms
such as unit and parameter definitions to ensure the unambiguous understanding
of quantitative descriptions.
3.4. Stochastic Process Algebras
Stochastic process algebras emphasize the construction of complex processes from
simple processes [25, 18, 4, 35]. Typically, these languages are accompanied by structured operational semantics that define a state-transition graph, whose states are
process terms. The graph can then be transformed into the intensity graph of a
Markov chain.
Originally, stochastic process algebras were designed to model each molecule of
a species explicitly. For population models this may lead to an enormous blow-up of
the description. Therefore, Hermanns [23] developed symmetry representations that
support the specification of the local state and number of instances for a component
type. In this way, as in the other languages, the separate spatial identity of each
molecule is hidden on the syntactical level. Besides the symmetry representations,
Bio-PEPA [9], a recently developed process algebra focusing on applications in
systems biology, can be used to specify arbitrary Markovian population models.
Example 2 (cont.) In Bio-PEPA [9], the five reactions of the epidemic process are
modeled as five actions (r1 to r5). The two species are models as two sequential
processes (X and Y) that synchronize on action r5 in the model component. Below we show an input file for the Bio-PEPA workbench of the epidemic process.
1
r1 = [ a ];
2
r2 = [ b * X ];
3
r3 = [ c ];
4
r4 = [ d * Y ];
5
r5 = [ e * X * Y ];
6
X = r1>> + r2<< + r5<<;
7
Y = r3>> + r4<< + r5>>;
8
(X <r5> Y)
The first five lines specify the actions and the corresponding rates. Line 6 and 7
specify in which reactions the components take part and what role they play in the
reaction. E.g., r1>>, which is a shortcut for (r1,1) >> X, means X is an reactant in
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reaction r1 with stoichiometry coefficient 1 and r2<< means that X is a product in
reaction r2. The plus operator (+) is the sequential composition operator defining
that the actions are sequentially interleaved. The last line specifies that the model
is the parallel composition of processes X and Y that synchronize on reaction r5.
3.5. Guarded Commands
Similar to Petri nets, guarded-command models (GCM) describe the state transitions of the underlying process. However, unlike Petri nets, GCM are textual. Often,
the set of all transitions can be partitioned into classes of transitions. Instead of
listing all states, the modeler describes the possible classes of transitions that may
occur. As a representative for such transition class description, we present a syntax
that is inspired by Dijkstra’s guarded-command language [13], which has been used
subsequently by GCM such as Reactive Modules [1] and PRISM models [38]. We
describe transition classes by guarded commands that operate on the state variables
of the system. Recall that the state variables of the system are nonnegative integers
representing numbers of molecules for each species. A guarded command takes the
form [] guard |- rate -> update, where the guard is a Boolean predicate over
the variables, which determines in which states the corresponding transitions are
enabled. The update is a rule that describes the change of the system variables
if a corresponding transition is performed. Syntactically, update is a list of statements, each assigning to a variable an expression over variables. Assume that x is
a variable. If, for instance, the update rule is that x is incremented by 1, we write
x:=x+1. We assume that variables that are not listed in the update rule do not
change if the transition is taken. Each guarded command also assigns a rate to the
corresponding transitions, which is a function in term of the state variables. We do
not fix an expression language for the rate functions here.
Example 2 (cont.) We define a GCM for the epidemic process.
variables x,y
[] true
[] (x>0)
[] true
[] (y>0)
[] (x>0)&(y>0)

|||||-

a
b*x
c
d*y
e*x*y

->
->
->
->
->

x:=x+1
x:=x-1
y:=y+1
y:=y-1
x:=x-1; y:=y+1

Note that each guarded command specifies infinitely many transitions. For examples, the guarded command [] true |- a -> x:=x+1 specifies one transition
from each state, with constant rate a, to a successor state in which the number of x
molecules is incremented by 1 and the number of y molecules remains unchanged.
Example 3 (cont.) The enzyme reaction is given by the guarded commands:
variables e,s,es,p
[] (e>0)&(s>0) |- c1*e*s -> e:=e-1; s:=s-1; es:=es+1
[] (es>0)
|- c2*es -> es:=es-1; e:=e+1; s:=s+1
[] (es>0)
|- c3*es -> es:=es-1; e:=e+1; p:=p+1
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Now, we show how to derive the underlying generator matrix from a GCM. To
simplify the presentation, we assume that the updates of two commands differ whenever there is a state in which both guards are true. Moreover, we do not consider
commands with empty updates, because “self-loops” do not alter the dynamics of
a Markov chain. Then, each guarded command determines an entry in the row of
a state s in the generator matrix whenever the guard is true in s. Assume that the
state space of the underlying Markov chain is S = Zn+ , and G ⊆ S is the subset
where the guard is true. Furthermore, s = (s1 , . . . , sn ) and the update is a function
u : G → S. Then qs,u(s) = r(s), where r : G → R≥0 is the rate function of the
command. For instance, in Ex. 2, G = {(x, y) ∈ Z2+ | x > 0 and y > 0} is the guard
set of the command [] (x>0)&(y>0) |- e*x*y -> x:=x-1; y:=y+1. The update
function is u(x, y) = (x − 1, y + 1), and the rate function is r(x, y) = e · x · y, which
yields the matrix entries q(x,y),(x−1,y+1) = e · x · y for all x > 0 and y > 0.
4. Properties of Specification Languages
In this section, we discuss several properties of specification languages which are
important for the construction and the analysis of a model.
4.1. Compositionality
Compositionality facilitates the description of complex systems. A compositional
language allows the modular description of a system by combining submodels that
describe parts of the system. Modular description can also be advantageous for the
analysis of the model, e.g., for compositional aggregation techniques [5].
Matrix Descriptions. We construct the generator matrix Q of the epidemic process in
Ex. 2 by defining the three matrices A = diag ([1 1 1 . . .], 1), B = diag ([0 1 2 . . .], 1),
C = diag ([0 1 2 . . .], −1), where for k ∈ Z the notation diag (v, k) refers to a matrix
whose nonzero elements are the elements of the vector v that appears on the k-th
diagonal of the matrix (negative values indicate that the vector appears below the
main diagonal). Then the matrix
Q̂ = ((a · A + b · C) ⊕ (c · A + d · C)) + e · (C ⊗ B)
agrees with Q except for the main diagonal. Thus, if 1 is the column vector with all
entries equal to 1, then Q = Q̂ − diag(Q̂ · 1, 0). The matrix Q̂ describes a network of
two stochastic automata. The first automaton represents the state variable x, and
(a · A + b · C) defines its local transitions. The second automaton represents the
state variable y, and (c · A + d · C) defines its local transitions. Finally, e · (C ⊗ B)
describes the synchronous transitions of the network.
Thus, the composition of models with matrix representation requires matrix
operations such as matrix sum, Kronecker product, and Kronecker sum.
Stochastic Petri Nets. In Fig. 3, we show the stochastic Petri nets of three subsystems of Ex. 2. Their combination yields the model shown in Fig. 2. The composition
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M1

M2

a

b · m(x)

M3
x

y

x
c

d · m(y)

y

e · m(x) · m(y)

Fig. 3. Composition of stochastic Petri nets.

of Petri nets hinges on the identity of the places, because places with equal labels are
collapsed. Thus, renaming of variables may be necessary. In the composite model,
the original models are often not clearly separable.
Stoichiometric Equations. As for Petri nets, sets of stoichiometric equations may be
joined, where the interfaces are specified by the names of the chemical species. For
instance, the composition of the three networks M1 , M2 , M3 of reactions specified
by
M1
M2
M3
a

R1 : ∅ → Sx
b

R2 : Sx → ∅

c

R1 : ∅ → Sy

e

R1 : Sx + Sy → 2Sy

d

R2 : Sy → ∅

yields the description of the epidemic process in Ex. 2. Here, the composite model
is constructed simply by the union of reactions.
Stochastic Process Algebras. Compositionality is one of the most important aspect
of process calculi. Process algebras are equipped with various operators that can be
used to combine process terms. This facilitates the description of different forms of
interaction between subsystems. For a detailed discussion on synchronous interaction, we refer to [24]. Note that in the Bio-PEPA example in the previous section,
the epidemic process is the composition of the two process terms X and Y.
Guarded Commands. Again, we consider Ex. 2. The GCM for the subsystems we
discussed above are
variables x
[] true
[] (x>0)

|- a
-> x:=x+1
|- b*x -> x:=x-1

variables y
[] true
[] (y>0)

|- c
-> y:=y+1
|- d*y -> y:=y-1

variables x,y
[] (x>0)*(y>0) |- e*x*y -> x:=x-1; y:=y+1
Similar as for stoichiometric equations, two GCM can be composed by a simple
union of the guarded commands, where variables may have to be renamed.
4.2. Expressiveness and Succinctness
Two important properties of a specification language are its expressive power and
its succinctness. For example, language A is as expressive as language B if every
model that can be specified in B can also be specified in A. Of two equally expressive language, one may be more succinct than the other. For instance, if for
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some models there are descriptions in A that are exponentially smaller than all
descriptions in B, then on these models, A is exponentially more succinct than B.
The expressiveness and succinctness of specification languages can be compared by
studying translations between languages and the cost of such translations. Other
questions that fall under this topic concern the ease of extending a language to
gain expressive power, and an independent characterization of which semantic objects (i.e., continuous-time Markov chains that arise from population models) can
be described by expressions within a given formal syntax.
To our knowledge, no systematic and complete comparison between the various
languages for describing population models has been carried out, and we make here
only a few remarks.
Matrix Descriptions. The expressive power of a matrix description depends on the
exact syntax of expressions for describing matrix entries and, in the case of infinite
dimension, on the syntax for describing sets of entries. As first step in an analysis procedure, many other languages for specifying population models are translated into matrix descriptions. The translation from higher-level languages such as
guarded commands often results in a blow-up of the size of the description.
Stochastic Petri Nets. A stochastic Petri net can be transformed into a guarded
command model if we associate a variable with each place and a guarded command
with each transition. Many extensions of stochastic Petri nets have been developed,
such as generalized stochastic Petri nets [31], fluid stochastic Petri nets [26], etc.
They can be used to describe stochastic processes that are not necessarily Markov
chains. However, we know of no extension of Petri nets that can specify infinitely
branching Markov chains, whose intensity graph contains states with an infinite
number of out-going transitions. Moreover, even though firing rates may be marking
dependent, the expression syntax may not allow arbitrary rate functions.
Stoichiometric Equations. While stoichiometric equations are widely used to model
networks of biochemical reactions, some models —such as the bistable toggle switch
shown below— have rate functions that differ from Eq. (3). Thus, they cannot be
described in the classical stoichiometric style.
Example 4. The bistable toggle switch is a prototype of a genetic switch with two
competing repressor proteins and four reactions [16, 44]. It involves two chemical
species, A and B, and four reactions. The reactions are ∅ → A, A → ∅, ∅ → B,
and B → ∅. Let x = (x1 , x2 ) ∈ N20 . The rate functions are α1 (x) = c1 /(c2 + x22 ),
α2 (x) = c3 ·x1 , α3 (x) = c4 /(c5 + x21 ), and α4 (x) = c6 ·x2 . Here, the values c1 , c2 , c4 ,
and c5 are positive constants that determine the mutual repression of A and B. The
values c3 and c6 are positive constants that determine at which rate degradation of
molecules occurs. The toggle switch can be specified using SBML syntax, as SBML
provides more flexibility than stoichiometric equations.
A set of stoichiometric equations can always be transformed into a guarded command model or a stochastic Petri net. The number of chemical species corresponds
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to the number of variables (or places), and each reaction induces a guarded command (or transition).
Stochastic Process Algebras. Stochastic process algebras such as
PEPA [25], TIPP [18], EMPA [4] and the stochastic pi-calculus [35] consider constant transition rates, i.e., transition rates do not depend on the state variables.
This is because these languages originally were not designed for specifying population models. The extension Bio-PEPA [9] addresses this shortcoming. Although
most stochastic process algebras provide limited support for rate functions, they
have recursion operators for specifying Markov chains for which no basic guarded
command model can be constructed. The usefulness of such operators, however,
depends on the application area.
Guarded Commands. A guarded command model can be transformed into a stochastic Petri net, where each command corresponds to a transition and each variable
to a place. Note that this transformation is only possible if the guards are lower
bounds on the state variables. Guarded command models are similar to stochastic
Petri nets in that they allow rate functions that depend on the state variables. For
instance, we can describe Ex. 4 using the following commands:
variables x1,x2
[] true |- c1/(c2+x2^2) -> x1:=x1+1
[] x1>0 |- c3*x1
-> x1:=x1-1
[] true |- c4/(c5+x1^2) -> x2:=x2+1
[] x2>0 |- c6*x2
-> x2:=x2-1
The limitations of basic guarded command models are similar to those of stochastic
Petri nets; for example, infinitely branching Markov chains cannot be described by
specifications consisting of finitely many guarded commands.
4.3. Executability
For the analysis of a model it is important that we can easily compute the direct
transition successors of a given state from the model description. This allows us to
“execute” the model, by repeatedly applying the next-state function [15].
Stochastic Petri Nets and Stochastic Process Algebras. Petri net and process algebra
models provide a high-level description that is usually not directly executable. For a
given marking in a stochastic Petri net, we have to inspect each place and each arc
in order to determine the enabled transitions as well as their firing rates. Similarly,
for a given stochastic process term, we have to consider each subterm and compute
all possible transitions and their rates. Then, the composition rules determine the
possible global transitions of the system and their rates. Therefore, most tools for
the analysis of Markov chains with high-level specification languages construct an
intermediate low-level model, such as a matrix representation [8, 3, 29, 28].
Guarded Commands and Stoichiometric Equations. For languages based on transition classes, such as guarded commands, the construction of an intermediate low-
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level model is not necessary. This is one of the main strengths of guarded commands.
For a given state, an on-the-fly calculation of all possible successor states and transition rates can be performed by iterating over the set of guarded commands and
calling their update and rate functions [22]. Note that for stoichiometric equations
we have to store for each reaction Rj the change vector vj , the rate function αj ,
and the number of necessary reactant molecules.
4.4. Well-formedness
In Section 3, we discussed different formalisms for the specification of a Markov
chain. In most languages, however, it is possible to specify models whose underlying
intensity graph (or generator matrix) does not uniquely determine a Markov chain.
This is due to the fact that the Kolmogorov backward equations (Eq. (1)) may
not have a unique solution. In Section 2, we used the following sufficient but not
necessary condition: supi∈S |qii | < ∞. If the modeling formalism allows us to specify
transition rates that are functions in the state variables, then this condition may
not be fulfilled. For instance, the condition supi∈S |qii | < ∞ is not satisfied in Ex. 2.
In the sequel we discuss conditions that are weaker than supi∈S |qii | < ∞ but still
ensure a unique solution to Eq. (1). We focus on conditions on the matrix Q and
refer to the entries of Q as qij . For the nonpositive diagonal entries, we use the
abbreviation qi = −qii .
A generator matrix Q is called stable if all entries are finite, and conservative, if
all rows sum up to zero [2]. Except for matrix descriptions, all specification languages
discussed before, guarantee by construction that the underlying generator matrices
are stable and conservative. Models specified by matrix descriptions have to be
checked for stability and conservation separately.
A conservative and stable generator matrix that has a unique solution to the
Kolmogorov backward equations is called regular. A stable and conservative generator Q on S is regular if and only if for any real λ > 0, the system of equations
X
qij zj = (λ + qi )zi for all i ∈ S
(4)
j∈S,j6=i

admits no nonnegative bounded solution other than the trivial one.

Example 5. Consider a model with the following guarded command.
x>0 |- 2^x -> x:=x+1
Recall that this model specifies a generator matrix Q with the following non-zero
entries: qi(i+1) = 2i and qii = −2i for all i > 0. Then from (4), we obtain 2i zi+1 =
(λ + 2i )zi for all i > 0. Applying simple transformations allows us to express the
i−1 λ
solutions for i > 1 in terms of z1 by zi = Πk=1
( 2k + 1)z1 . We choose λ = z1 = 1,
i−1 1
then it remainds to show that zi = Πk=1 ( 2k + 1) is bounded for all i > 1. Since
Pi−1
Pi−1 1
1
1
zi = eln(zi ) , it suffices to show that ln(Πi−1
k=1 ( 2k +1)) =
k=1 ln( 2k +1) ≤
k=1 2k ≤
1
−
1
=
1
is
bounded
for
all
i
>
1.
This
shows
that
our
model
has
a
nontrivial
1−1/2
bounded solution and we can conclude that Q is not regular.
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Fig. 4. State space partitioning w.r.t. the guarded command model of the epidemic process.

Since showing that (4) is true for a model is rather difficult, we discuss another
condition that is sufficient but not necessary. The idea is to approximate the infinite
unbounded generator matrix Q by a sequence of bounded submatrices.
Let Q be a stable and conservative generator matrix over the state space S and
let S1 , S2 , . . . be a sequence of subsets of S such that S1 ⊆ S2 ⊆ . . . , ∪∞
r=1 Sr = S,
and supi∈Sr qi < ∞. Suppose that zj ≥ 0, j ∈ S are such that
(1) limr→∞ inf j6∈Sr zj = ∞, and
P
(2) there λ ∈ R such that j6=i qij zj ≤ (λ + qi )zi for all i ∈ S.

Then Q is regular [2].
Given a suitable sequence Sr and values zj , the sum and the number of conditions
we have to check for regularity is still infinite. The chosen syntax for the model
description may facilitate the regularity check. For instance, in a GCM, it suffices
to let the sum range over the finite set of guarded commands. We can use the guards
to partition the state space into a finite number of sets such that we have to check
a single condition for each set.

Example 2 (cont.) Recall the GCM of the five epidemic process (see Ex. 2). We use
the four guards to partition the state space into four sets P1 , P2 , P3 , P4 , as shown
in Fig. 4 by the dashed lines. Note that for suitable expression languages for the
guards, we can always find this partitioning automatically. Now, for each set, we
can check the conditions above using the corresponding guarded commands. For
instance, in P3 (right lower corner in Fig. 4), the first three guarded commands are
enabled, and condition (2) rewrites to a · z(x+1,y) + b · x · z(x−1,y) + c · z(x,y+1) ≤
(λ + a + b · x + c) · z(x,y) for all x > 0 and y ≥ 0. With z(x,y) = x + y + 1,
(x, y) ∈ S and Sr = {(x, y) | z(x,y) ≤ r}, which satisfy condition (1), we obtain
a · (x + y + 2) + b · x · (x + y) + c · (x + y + 2) ≤ (λ + a + b · x + c) · (x + y + 1), which
is the same as a − b · x + c ≤ λ · (x + y + 1) and true for (x, y) ∈ P3 if λ = a + c.
In a similar way, it is possible to exploit the chosen syntax in order to decide
whether the limit probabilities πi = limt→∞ pi (t) of the Markov chain form a distribution. We refer to [2] for criteria that ensure the existence of a limit distribution
as well as that it can be calculated according to Eq. (2).
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In summary, GCM offer an efficiently checkable sufficient condition for regularity
and the existence of the limit probabilities.
5. Analysis of Continuous-time Markov Chains
For the analysis of Markov chains we distinguish transient and steady-state analysis.
The former refers to the computation of the vector p(t) that contains the probabilities Pr(X(t) = x) for each state x reachable from a given initial distribution.
Often, p(t) is computed at several time instances t of interest. Steady-state analysis
requires the computation of the limiting behaviour of the Markov chain, i.e., of the
probability vector limt→∞ p(t).
There are three different approaches to the analysis of continuous-time Markov
chains, namely, analytical solutions, numerical solutions, and simulation. Since analytical solutions can only be obtained for Markov chains with a very simple structure, we concentrate on the latter two approaches. Numerical solutions are based on
an exploration of the state space which proceeds in a breadth-first search manner,
by moving the probability mass through the state space. In contrast, simulation
of Markov chains is a special case of the Monte Carlo method, which relies on
the repeated generation of random sample paths in the underlying state-transition
graph.
5.1. Simulation
Monte Carlo simulation of Markov chains is based on the idea of generating a number of trajectories X(t)(ω) using pseudo-random numbers [30]. Then, probabilities
and expectations of certain random variables can be statistically estimated. The
main advantage of simulation is that the memory requirements are low and therefore the analysis of systems of arbitrary size is possible. In order to achieve a high
accuracy, however, a large number of trajectories have to be generated, which is
very time consuming and often infeasible [12].
For the generation of trajectories, an executable model description is advantageous, as this will speed up the time needed for computing the next jump time and
the successor state for given a trajectory prefix.
5.2. Numerical Solutions
Several tools exist that provide algorithms for the numerical solution of continuoustime Markov chains [29, 3, 28, 8]. They use a matrix description which is obtained
from high-level modeling formalisms such as stochastic Petri nets [3, 8], guarded
command languages [29, 28], or stochastic process algebras [29, 28]. The generator matrix of the Markov chain is stored either symbolically using multi-terminal
BDDs [10] or sparse matrix packages. Moreover, if the size of the generator matrix
exceeds the available memory capacity the matrix can be stored as a Kronecker
product of smaller matrices [7].
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The implemented algorithms for the computation of p(t) are either based on
the solution of the system of differential equations p′ (t) = Q · p(t) (see Section 2)
or a discretization of the Markov chain. In the former case, numerical integration
methods or methods based on a Krylov subspace construction are applied [41]. They
require the construction of the generator matrix Q, which is often infeasible for large
Markov chains. It is, however, possible to exploit the structure of the Markov chain
and approximate the solution by successively considering submatrices of Q [22].
During the discretization procedure, also called uniformization [19], a discretetime Markov chain is constructed which has essentially the same transition graph
structure as the original continuous-time Markov chain. The idea behind uniformization is that the maximal absolute value of the diagonal entries of the generator matrix can be used to “normalize” the time that the process remains in a state. Thus,
an a-priori exploration of the state space is necessary to apply uniformization.
Most formalisms allow us to specify an infinite number of reachable states, but
are limited to finite models for their numerical analysis, because the analysis requires the enumeration of all reachable states and the construction of the generator
matrix. An algorithm that completely avoids the construction of any matrix and
exploits a guarded command description has been proposed recently in [12]. It can
be used for the approximate analysis of infinite-state systems and does not suffer from excessive memory requirements, at least for systems where the significant
part of the probability mass is concentrated on a manageable subset of states. The
proposed algorithm is enhanced by the executability properties of the guarded command description.
For the computation of steady-state measures, most methods also require the
a-priori construction of the generator matrix from the Markov chain specification.
If the state space is large, direct methods for the solution of Eq. (2) are inefficient,
and iterative methods such as the Jacobi, Gauss-Seidel, or SOR method must be
applied [41]. Many iterative methods have been adapted such that they exploit Kronecker representations of the generator matrix [42, 6]. Other approaches are based
on on-the-fly techniques [11] or reduced state spaces that are obtained by exploiting
symmetries in the model structure and tailoring to the variable in question [39].

6. Conclusions
There are many different languages for describing Markov chains with continuous
time. The choice of an appropriate syntax usually depends on the application area.
Guarded commands provide a natural language for the description of population
models. They facilitate the specification of such models, because they are compositional, succinct, and provide sufficient expressive power. Moreover, they support
well-formedness checks and allow a direct execution of the model.
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